
天     烏 烏   
Tin         O   O       

[tin         o    o] 

The sky  black 

Dark Clouds 

 

 

 

天     烏 烏  欲     落    雨， 
Tin         o    o      be          lo        ho,  

[tin         o    o      (m)be    lo        ho] 

The sky  black     to want   to drop rain, 

The sky is dark and is about to rain, 

 

 

阿 公   仔  夯     鋤 頭 仔  欲     掘   芋。 
a    gong  a      gia         di    tao  a     be          gut      o. 

[a   gɔŋ    a      gia         di    tau  a     (m)bɛ    gu(t)    o] 

Grandpa          to take   a  hoe           to want  to dig  taro.     

Grandpa is digging for a taro with his hoe. 

 

 

掘    啊   掘，  掘    啊  掘， 
Gut       a       gut,       gut      a       gut, 

[gu(t)    a       gu(t)     gu(t)    a       gu(t)] 

To dig  and    to dig,  to dig  and   to dig, 

He digs and digs,  

 

 

掘   著   一   尾    辿   鰡  鼓， 
gut     diou   jit      bwe      suan   liu    go, 

[gu(t) djo    ʤi(t)  (b)wɛ   suan    lio    go] 

to dig out    a                  loach (mudfish) 

but he only digs out a loach, 

 

 

咿 呀 嘿 都  真  正     趣  味。 
yi   ya  he   do    jin   jia          tsu    bi. 

[ji   ja   he  do    ʤin ʤia(ŋ)   tsu   (m)bi]     

(vocables)          genuine        interesting. 

what a funny thing. 

 

 

阿 公  仔  欲     煮      鹹， 
A  gong  a      be         dsu          giam,  

[a  gɔŋ    a      (m) bɛ  dzu          giam] 

Grandpa         to want   to cook   salty flavor, 

Grandpa wants to cook it in a salty flavour,  

 

 

 



 

阿 媽    欲     煮     汫。 
a    ma       be          dsu         jia. 

[a   ma      (m)bɛ     dzu         ʤia(ŋ)] 

Grandma  to want   to cook  unsalted flavour.  

while Grandma wants it unsalted. 

 

 

兩   個  相        打    弄    破      鼎， 
Neng   e     siu               pa       long       pua        dia,  

[n/ləŋ  e     ɕio               pa       l/nɔŋ      pwa        dia] 

The two     each other   to hit  to make  broken   cooking pot, 

They start to argue and break the pot, 

 

 

咿 呀 嘿 都 啷  噹   叱   噹   嗆，   哇 哈 哈！ 
yi   ya  he   do  long dong  chit    dong  chiang,  wa  ha  ha! 

[ji   ja   he  do  lɔŋ    dɔŋ     ʧi(t)  dɔŋ    ʧia(ŋ)    wa  ha  ha] 

(vocables),                                                          hah, hah, hah! 

hah, hah, hah! 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

- Unlike most of the pieces in this collection, which are sung in Mandarin, this piece is sung in 

Taiwanese, which is significantly different from Mandarin 

- As with Diu Diu Dang Ah, Taiwanese diphthongs should be very connected and have an almost 

exaggerated, nasalized sound, while monophthongs are more separately articulated.  

- The ‘i’ vowel is sounded slightly open from [i] toward [I] 

- The ‘n’ of ‘tin’ is stopped without full resonance by keeping the tip of the tongue slightly curled 

upward and inward toward the roof of the mouth, rather than outward with the middle tongue 

touching the roof 

- The ‘O’ vowel should be slightly opened, sounding midway between [o] and [ɔ] 

- The ‘b’ of ‘bei’ is preceded by a slight ‘m’ and releases little air with the lips maintaining an 

inward curl  

- The parenthetical (m), (k), (t), (b), (ŋ) would not normally occur in the IPA, but they are added 

here to signify that the consonants are stopped without being fully sounded 

- The words ‘neng’ and ‘long’ begin with consonants that are between [n] and [l], as signified by 

[n/l] and [l/n] respectively 

- Taiwanese does not have a standardized transliteration system.  The distinction between syllables 

that end in intoned or aspirated final consonants and those ending with vowels that are heavily 

nasalized or lead to stopped consonants is not always clear.  Words with ‘n’ and ‘ng’ endings are 

often not fully intoned, but slightly stopped, while words like ‘gia’, ‘jia’, and ‘dia’ have implied, 

stopped ‘ng’ sounds at the end, as in ‘gia(ng)’.   

 


